
 

 

 

 

 

I. Odd one out.  

1.  

A. animal               

B. tiger               

C. monkey             

D. elephant 

2.  

A. green                 

B. small                  

C. red                     

D. yellow 

3.  

A. doctor                

B. engineer        

C. teacher              

D. job 

4.  

A. bread                 

B. rice                     

C. hamburger         

D. water 

5.  

A. cinema              

B. zoo                       

C. supermarket         

D. dress 

II. Find ONE mistake in each sentence and correct it.  
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1. Where is she work?  

2. What does he looks like?  

3. Where are you going with?  

4. They’ll put in decorations when Christmas comes. 

5. How many is this book?   

III. Complete the dialogue with the given words.  

teacher          engineer          that         job          who 

A: (1) __________ is this? 

B: This is my mother. 

A: What’s her (2) __________? 

B: She’s a (3) __________. 

A: Is (4) __________ your father? 

B: Yes. He’s an (5) __________. 

IV. Reorder the given words to make correct sentence. 

 1. monkeys/ because/ they/ like/ I/ can/ swing. 

__________________________________________________. 

2. eight/ o’clock/ I/ school/ to/ go/ at. 

__________________________________________________. 

3. go/ post office/ to/ you/ want/ to/ Why/ the/ do? 

__________________________________________________? 

4. much/ How/ are/ they? 

__________________________________________________? 

5. we/ to/ Why/ don’t/ go/ the cinema 

__________________________________________________? 

V. Read and complete the table.    

My name is Tina. I live in America. I am interested in clothes. When I am in school, I 

usually wear uniform. My uniform is a white shirt, blue skirt, a pair of shoes. In the summer, 

I like wearing a skirt with a T-shirt. I never forget my new sandals, a small handbag and a 

pair of modern glasses. I love wearing dresses in summer too. In the winter, I put on my 

green hat, a blue and red scarf, my coat or a hoodie with some warm gloves. 

 



 

At school In summer In winter 

   

 

-------------------THE END------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


